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Insurance companies and their lawyers carefully draft coverage and exclusions in their

business liability policies and then require premium payments consistent with their perceived risk.

We evaluate coverage obligations by comparing the language in the four

corners of the purchased insurance policy with the allegations in the four corners of the underlying

complaint when the insured is sued for damages resulting from an occurrence arguably covered

under the policy.

We today find a policy covers the American Legion Department of Pennsylvania for costs

incurred defending itself against claims of negligence and negligent supervision after a drunk man

entered one of its alcohol-serving posts with a gun of security

guards and then shot another patron in the post . The injured patron is now suing the

American Legion Department in state court. The liquor liability exclusion does not apply

to preclude defense coverage when the injured man suing in state court specifically seeks damages

arising from negligent supervision and negligent security at the post.

Possibly mindful its policy may cover costs of defense, the insurer also asks us to reform

the policy would not
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cover occurrences at . The evidence is confusing, and the insurer does not

meet its burden of clear, precise, and convincing evidence necessary for us to reform written

contracts e policy based upon

credibility of witnesses at trial to determine whether this policy must be reformed or rescinded.

I. Undisputed material facts

Congress created The American Legion to promote the civic welfare.1 The American

before us.2 3

4 The Department maintains about

700 posts in Pennsylvania.5 Some of these local posts sell alcohol.6 The Department owns The

7

Shunnye Dunlap sues the Department after Crazy G shoots him at the Imhof Post.

at issue in the Philadelphia Court of Common Pleas in a lawsuit filed by Shunnye Dunlap against

the Imhof Post and the 8 Our issue is whether the

with the underlying conduct before turning to the insurance coverage language.

Mr. Dunlap began a night of partying at the Wheels of Soul clubhouse inWest Philadelphia

in January 2018.9

10 11 Two security guards searched

and wanded Mr. Dunlap for weapons before he entered the Imhof Post.12 Crazy G had already

arrived at the Imhof Post by the timeMr. Dunlap arrived.13
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with slurred speech and bloodshot eyes.14 Crazy G exhibite

15

continued to serve, him alcohol.16 At some point, Crazy G shot Mr. Dunlap in the head using a

handgun while the two were in the Imhof Post bathroom.17 The Imhof Post then allowed Crazy G

to escape.18 Mr. Dunlap underwent lifesaving surgery.19

life threateni 20

from the underlying complaint; and John Does.21 First, he sues for dram shop liability under

Pennsylvania law.22 Mr. Dunlap alleges the Imhof Post and the Department negligently sold Crazy

G alcohol despite his obvious intoxication, which helped cause the bathroom shooting.23 Second,

Mr. Dunlap sues th 24 He

alleges the Imhof Post and the Department assumed a duty to protect their patrons from other

ures.25 Mr.

for the premises, and to guard against and/or warn of dangerous or potentially dangerous

conditions upon the premises and to remove and/or warn about unlawful occupants on the premises

26 Mr. Dunlap alleges the Department bore both direct and

vicarious liability for the incident at the Imhof Post.27

AIX agrees to provide property and business liability insurance to the Department.

The Department sought costs of defense and indemnity from any judgment in the Dunlap

Litigation from its insurer AIX Specialty Insurance Company under a businessowners insurance

policy the Department purchased from AIX.28
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AIX agreed to in 29 AIX provided

both property coverage and business liability coverage.30 AIX agreed to provide property coverage

for five buildings; neither AIX nor the Department identified the Imhof Post as one of those

properties.31 AIX also agreed to provide business liability coverage where it did not specify

coverages for individual buildings, instead covering the Department generally for business

liability.32

33

injury, sickness or disease sustained by a person, including disability, shock, mental anguish,

34 The parties defined an

35

AIX includes four exclusions from coverage material to our analysis today.

1. Liquor liability exclusion.

The policy on its face excludes business liability coverage for certain alcohol-related

36 The policy excluded damages for

1. Causing or contributing to the intoxication of any person, including causing or
contributing to the intoxication of any person because alcoholic beverages were
permitted to be brought on your premises, for consumption on your premises;

2. The furnishing of alcoholic beverages to a person under the legal drinking age
or under the influence of alcohol; or

3. Any statute, ordinance or regulation relating to the sale, gift, distribution or use
of alcoholic beverages.37

but

only if one of three triggering occurrences listed above caused the bodily injury.38
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This liquor liability exclusion only applies to insureds who:

a. Manufacture, sell or distribute alcoholic beverages;

b. Serve or furnish alcoholic beverages for a charge whether or not such activity:
(I) [r]equires a license; (II) [i]s for the purpose of financial gain or livelihood;

c. Serve or furnish alcoholic beverages without a charge, if a license is required
for such activity; or

d. Permit any person to bring any alcoholic beverages on your premises, for
consumption on your premises.39

a. The selling, serving or furnishing of alcoholic beverages at the specific activity
described in the Schedule; or

b. Permitting any person to bring any alcoholic beverages on the premises
described in the Schedule, for consumption on the premises described in the
Schedule.40

s, conferences, and activities.41 The

42

2. Vicarious liability exclusion.

43 It

local American Legion organization, unless, at the time of the occurrence, the insured has

44 The parties

organization facility or retention of control over the implementation of any of the operational

45

The vicarious liability exclusion itself contains an exception requiring AIX to defend the
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defends.46

3. Expected or intended injury exclusion.

47 It

intended from the standpoint of

48

49

4. Punitive damages exclusion.

contained in an endorsement titled

50

vindictive or other non-compensatory damages imposed upon the insured, or any multiplied

51

The parties dispute whether they intended to insure the Department for incidents arising at the

The Department procured its policy through Lockton Affinity, a broker AIX authorized to

issue AIX policies to the Department.52 The parties dispute whether AIX and the Department

intended for the policy to provide business liability coverage to the Department for incidents at its

posts.

53

The Department procured its AIX insurance through Lockton.54 AIX sent Lockton underwriting

input.55 Ms. Pealer swore she did not know of specific requests from the Department to cover its
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posts.56

would have tripled because the policy did not account for post-related risks.57

But Ms. Pealer also ambiguously swore she knew of conversa

incidents at posts.58

59 Ms. P

that claim or released from that lawsuit, and that the policy would not respond because there would

be no liabilit 60

Hanover Insurance acquired AIX and handles certain claims made on AIX insurance

policies.61

coverage in the Dunlap Litigation.62 Manager Fit

did not think they were writing something that would have liability or potential liability for local

chapter 63

64 She agreed the vicarious liability exclusion could provide a duty

65 Chief Underwriter

Seibold swore a later policy issued to the Department changed for the 2021 22 coverage period

was clear to any third party that our intent is not to cover any of the individual posts, but the

66
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67 Chief Underwriter Seibold swore Lockton did not

receive authority from AIX to issue policies covering Department liability arising from post

incidents.68

the Departmen 69 Comptroller Mantha swore neither he nor the

Department specifically requested insurance from Lockton to cover the posts.70 Comptroller

Mantha applied for the policy in 2016.71 Lockton in the 2016 application asked about the number

72

73 ecause he knew the Department

74

to 4:30 p.m., listed only thirty-five employees, and only five locations.75 This represented accurate

information for the Department, but not for the posts.76 Comptroller Mantha marked the section

77

Comptroller Mantha swore he thought he applied for Department insurance, not post insurance.78

79

ol, after the Crazy G incident.80

81 The

Department recently began requiring the posts to obtain their own insurance policies.82

AIX asks we declare its defense costs coverage obligations.

AIX is now defending the Department in the Dunlap Litigation under a reservation of

rights.83 AIX asks us to declare it need not defend or indemnify the Department in the Dunlap

Litigation.84 AIX pleads: (1) we must rescind the policy because the Department made
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misrepresentations to procure insurance for the posts; (2) alternatively, we must reform the policy

to reflect the parties did not intend to insure the Department for post incidents; (3) alternatively,

the policy does not cover the Department because Mr. Dunlap did not specifically name the

Department in the Dunlap Litigation; (4) the policy does not provide coverage because Mr. Dunlap

intended injury exclusion bars coverage; (6) the

liquor liability exclusion bars coverage; (7) the punitive damages exclusion bars coverage; and (8)

the vicarious liability exclusion bars coverage.85

obligations as unripe because the

Dunlap Litigation is ongoing.86 The Department impleaded Lockton arguing Lockton must

indemnify the Department if we find AIX need not defend the Department.87

II. Analysis

AIX and the Department now cross-move for summary judgment.88 AIX seeks summary

judgment arguing: (1) it bears no duty to defend the Department in the Dunlap Litigation because

Department in the Dunlap Litigatio

mistake because neither party intended the policy to cover the Department for post incidents; (3)

alternatively, we should rescind the policy because the Department made material

misrepresentations to procure it; and (4) AIX bears no duty to indemnify the Department for

punitive damages in the Dunlap Litigation because the policy does not cover punitive damages.89

The Department cross-moves for summary judgment.90 The Department seeks summary

jud

it communicated only with Lockton; (2) AIX made no mistake regarding its insurance of the posts;
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coverage because the state court

shooting of Mr. Dunlap constitutes an accident; (5) the intended or expected injury exclusion does

not apply because Mr. Dunlap does not plead intentional harms, only negligence; (6) the liquor

liability exclusion does not apply because the Department does not sell alcohol; (7) the punitive

damages exclusion does not apply becauseMr. Dunlap does not allege a basis for punitive damages

against the Department; and (8) the vicarious liability exclusion does not apply because Mr.

91

insurer

92 becomes absolutely clear that there is no

longer a possibility that the insurer owes it 93

94

covered, the insurer must defend all claims until there is no possibility that the underlying plaintiff

95

96 The four corners rule requires

97

look outside the allegation 98We view

the allegations of the underlying action as true and liberally construe them in favor of the insured.99

burden of

100
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101 Second, once the

insured establishes the policy provides coverage, the burden shifts to the insurer to show policy

exclusions nonetheless exclude coverage.102

103 Third and only if applicable we must determine whether any equitable

circumstances create or bar coverage.104

We find the Department establishes coverage under the policy. We also find AIX fails to

carry its burden to show policy exclusions apply. But we cannot grant summary judgment to either

party in full because genuine disputes of material fact exist as to two issues. First, genuine disputes

of material fact exist regarding whether the parties intended the policy to insure the Department

for liability arising from incidents at posts. Second, genuine disputes of material fact exist

regarding whether the Department misrepresented material facts in applying for the policy.

A.

because the Department establishes coverage.

We first examine whether the Department meets its burden to establish coverage under the

AIX makes two arguments the underlying complaint in the Dunlap

gion Department of

policy requires for coverage. The Department responds: (1) Mr. Dunlap may amend his underlying

complaint to sue the proper party, and (2) Mr. Dunlap pleads an occurrence by pleading an

accident. We find the Department meets its burden to establish coverage.

1. Mr. Dunlap alleges liability of the named insured.
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should not preclude coverage based on this technical issue whichMr. Dunlap can easily fix through

amendment. AIX responds factual disputes preclude summary judgment. We agree with the

Department.

Mr. Dunlap alleges claims for which AIX must defend the Department despite technically

stating the wrong name of the insured. The

, Inc.

sues.105

and local post entity, making

clear he intended to sue all three levels of The American Legion (national, state, and regional).

Dunlap intended to sue an entity other than the one

AIX insures. We expect Mr. Dunlap can easily fix the naming issue in state court if amendment is

needed.106 Allowing AIX to escape its coverage obligations when the underlying complaint

substantially alle

substance,107

underlying action to proceed here,108 and most importantly

coverage Pennsylvania imposes upon insurers.109

AIX cites no support for its overly formalistic argument the complaint must precisely state

Home Insurance Co. v. Law Offices of Jonathan DeYoung, P.C.110 There, the insurer sought a

declaration it did not need to defend its deceased insured in an underlying action because the

111 Judge Robreno rejected the
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insure

112 The same reasoning applies today: AIX and the Department both possess

accomplish.113 AIX forgets the four corne -court complaint determine

114 Under the four

corners rule

Department and its negligence.

2.

exposure to 115

116 Mr. Dunlap alleges the

Department and the Imhof Post negligently allowed Crazy G to shoot Mr. Dunlap in the Imhof

not need a trial to interpret an insurance policy and a complaint. The Department meets its burden

to establish coverage.
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B.
exclusions preclude coverage because AIX does not carry its burden to show policy
exclusions apply.

argument four policy exclusions bar coverage: (1) the liquor liability exclusion, (2) the expected

or intended injury exclusion, (3) the vicarious liability exclusion, and (4) the punitive damages

exclusion. We find AIX fails to meet its burden to show any of these exclusions apply.

1. The liquor liability exclusion does not apply.

AIX argues the policy does not obligate AIX to defend the Department in the Dunlap

to extinguish coverage obligations.117

application.118 liquor liability exclusion applies, the Court must look to

the factual averments in the complaint and may not rely simply on the labels applied to those

119

120 But if the

liquor liability

exclusion will not apply.121

The liquor liability exclusion does not apply because one- -court

liability provisi

violating laws relating to the sale of alcohol. Mr. Dunlap does allege the Imhof Post contributed

-related actions. For
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example, Mr. Dunlap alleges the Imhof Post and, co-extensively, the Department assumed and

breached a legal duty to provide security to its patrons and failed to warn Mr. Dunlap of dangerous

conditions by permitting Crazy G to shoot Mr. Dunlap. The Imhof Post employed security guards

who patted down and wanded entrants for weapons, yet allowed Crazy G to enter the bar with a

gun. Mr. Dunlap alleges the Imhof Post should have employed better safeguards and security

procedures, provided adequately trained personnel, and protected Mr. Dunlap from Craz

to Crazy G. Mr. Dunlap alleges two independent theories of liability: (1) the Imhof Post acted

negligently and violated Pennsylvania dram shop law by serving alcohol to an intoxicated person,

and (2) the Imhof Post acted negligently because, regardless of its alcohol service, it assumed and

breached a legal duty to protect Mr. Dunlap from a shooting in its bathroom. Because this second

claim in Mr. Dunl

does not apply.122

Penn-America Insurance Co. v.

Peccadillos, Inc. illustrates the point.123 In Peccadillos, the Superior Court ordered an insurer to

defend underlying claims despite a liquor liability exclusion like this one alleging a bar served

alcohol to clearly intoxicated patrons, then let those patrons leave the bar, causing a fatal car

crash.124 The plaintiffs in the underlying action alleged the bar violated Pennsylvania dram shop

law by serving alcohol to the drunk driver.125 They also alleged the bar acted negligently by

ejecting the drunk driver from the bar after he fought another patron despite knowing the patron

would attempt to drive drunk.126 The Superior Court found the liquor liability exclusion did not

127 The court reasoned the underlying plaintiffs certainly alleged
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control a deathly instrumentality like an automobile was rea 128 This second theory

We recognize our Court of Appeals twice criticized Peccadillos in non-precedential

opinions.129 Our Court of Appeals reasoned the Pennsylvania Supreme Court would not follow

Peccadillos because Peccadillos

130

the persuasiveness of Peccadillos for three reas

131

characterization of Peccadillos is not entirely complete. True, the Superior Court in Peccadillos

Peccadillos[] drunk and engaged in the conduct that prompted their ejection, regardless of whether

132

The Superior Court primarily reasoned the underlying complaint actually pleaded

based on whether Pecca 133 The

two sorely intoxicated patrons, whose brawling in the bar had revealed their lack of impulse

control, and whose inability to control a deadly instrumentality like an automobile was readily

134

could have pleaded, the underlying plaintiffs did pl

alcohol provision. This reasoning is faithful to the four corners rule. Third, even if our Court of
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Peccadillos criticism bound us, it still would not show the liquor liability exclusion

applies here because Mr. Dunlap pleads independent theories of liability far more clearly than the

underlying plaintiffs in Peccadillos. The Peccadillos plaintiffs pleaded their independent theory

of liability in only one paragraph, bound up in language about the 135 Mr.

Dunlap, by contrast, pleads many ways in which the Imhof Post breached a duty to Mr. Dunlap

totally independent of its alcohol sales.136

Chief Judge Simon in the Northern District of Indiana followed Peccadillos in finding a

liquor liability exclusion did not apply when reviewing facts like the ones before us. In Property-

Owners Insurance Co. v. Virk Boyz Liquor Stores, LLC, the plaintiff in the underlying action

alleged a bar overserved him alcohol.137 The plaintiff also alleged another bar patron and a

bartender attacked him in a bar fight.138 The underlying plaintiff alleged the bar negligently (1)

failed to intervene, (2) hired the bartender, (3) failed to train the bartender, and (4) overserved

alcohol.139 ued a liquor liability exclusion like the one before us precluded

coverage.140

141 He reasoned the underlying plaintiff did allege one claim the bar

alleged the bar failed to protect him from the bar fight.142

143

Virk Boyz applies to the facts presented today. Mr. Dunlap

alleges Crazy G arrived drunk to the Imhof Post, then shot Mr. Dunlap. Mr. Dunlap alleges the

Imhof Post negligently allowed this to happen by failing to protect Mr. Dunlap,144 train its

personnel,145 and hire appropriate personnel146 the very same allegations triggering a duty to
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defend before Chief Judge Simon. True, Mr. Dunlap also alleges a dram shop liability claim and

a most salient claim is

147

service. Mr. Dunlap squarely alleges he suffered harm because the Imhof Post failed to protect him

and failed to train its staff 148

exclusions to multiclaim complaints. In State Automobile Mutual Insurance Co. v. Lucchesi, for

example, the plaintiff in the underlying action alleged a bar served visibly intoxicated patrons, let

one such patron leave drunkenly, and became liable when a car struck the drunk patron.149 The

underlying plaintiff alleged the bar negligently permitted the drunk patron to leave the premises,

failed to administer programs designed to protect drunk patrons, and failed to ensure the patron

left the bar with a competent individual.150

exclusion like the one we presently analyze barred coverage.151 She reasoned the underlying

plaintiff alleged only one theory for why the bar owed him a duty: It served him alcohol.152 Chief

Judge Kane compiled many cases handling similar facts and finding liquor liability exclusions

arose solely from their sales of

alcohol.153 She concluded the liquor liability exclusion applied to the entire underlying complaint

with alcohol while he 154

The facts faced by Chief Judge Kane in Lucchesi

Our review of the underlying complaint in Lucchesi confirms the underlying plaintiff pleaded

negligence theories against the bar solely arising from its service of alcohol.155 Mr. Dunlap claims
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the Imhof Post owed and breached a duty irrespective of its alcohol sales to Crazy G by voluntarily

providing security services, then allowing Crazy G to shoot Mr. Dunlap in the bathroom. The

Pennsylv

156 Mr. Dunlap squarely alleges the

Imhof Post assumed a duty to keep its patrons safe by employing security personnel.157 We must

158 Mr. Dunl

159 It cites only one case addressing a liquor liability exclusion, but it is inapposite

because it also involved an assault and battery exclusion. In Great American E&S Insurance Co.

v. John P. Cawley, Ltd., Judge DuBois found an insurer bore no duty to defend a bar in an

underlying action alleging the bar failed to pr 160

But unlike here, the policy contained an assault and battery exclusion excluding coverage for

161 Judge

DuBois found the assault and battery exclusion and

coverage for claims arising out of assaults or 162 AIX cites no

provision like the assault and battery exclusion reviewed by Judge DuBois in John P. Cawley. The

liquor liability exclusion before us includes a provision excluding coverage for negligence in

163 But this

exclusion is triggered only if the occurrence causing bodily injury arose from the insured causing
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laws regarding the sale of alcohol. Mr. Dunlap alleges a bodily injury caused independently of

soning in John P. Cawley is inapposite. The

liquor liability exclusion does not apply.164

2. The expected or intended injury exclusion does not apply.

We easily dispatch the other three exclusions AIX cites. AIX argues the expected or

intended injury

165 As we discussed in

g

gligence caused a shooting which

they should have foreseen, but did not. The expected or intended injury exclusion does not apply.

3. The vicarious liability exclusion does not apply.

AIX argues the vicarious liability exclusion precludes coverage. The vicarious liability

Legion organization, unless, at the time of th

166

of the four corners rule causes it to concede the vicarious liability exclusion does not apply. AIX

argues Mr. Dunlap pleads either

activities, or 167 AIX is correct; Mr.

Dunlap pleads both theories.168

liability exclusion does not apply, so it does not apply under the four corners rule.
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The vicarious liability exclusion does not apply for a second reason: the exclusion itself

contains an exception requiring AIX to defend the Department against suits seeking to impute

excluded.169 As AIX

admits, Mr. Dunlap pleads both vicarious liability and direct liability theories against the

Department. The vicarious liability theory triggers the exception within the exclusion.

4. The issue of whether the punitive damages exclusion applies is unripe.

AIX asks us to declare it need not indemnify the Department for punitive damages based

on the punitive damages exclusion. We decline to do so because the indemnity question is unripe.

nes, penalties, punitive,

exemplary, vindictive or other non-compensatory damages imposed upon the insured, or any

170

pplication. Such indemnity questions are

unripe as we found in our July 29, 2021 Order.171 We may only issue declaratory judgments

172 We may not decide unripe controversies.173 Whether an

174 Whether the policy obligates

AIX to indemnify the Department for punitive damages is unripe because liability has not been

determined in the Dunlap Litigation.

C.

misrepresentations
and rescission.

The AIX policy obligates AIX to defend the Department in the Dunlap Litigation. AIX

does not meet its burden of showing applicable policy exclusions. But these decisions as a matter
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fact exist as to whether the policy reflects a mutual mistake of AIX and the Department regarding

whether they intended to insure the Department for incidents arising at its posts. Genuine disputes

of material fact also exist as to whether the Department misrepresented material facts to procure

coverage.

1. Genuine disputes of material fact exist as to whether the policy reflects a
mutual mistake of AIX and the Department regarding whether they
intended to insure the Department for incidents arising at its posts.

AIX argues wemust reform the policy to preclude it covering the Department in the Dunlap

Litigation. AIX argues neither it nor the Department intended for the policy to cover the

Department for incidents arising at its posts; they intended only to cover the Department for

operations at its state headquarters. The Department responds the record shows AIX, acting

through its agent Lockton, intended to insure the Department for post incidents.

175

occurs when the written instrument fails to properly set forth the true agreement among the

176 Both parties must have

the contract.177

e as to which

178

179

Genuine disputes of material fact exist as to whether the parties intended the policy to cover

the Department for incidents occurring at the Imhof Post. The record contains substantial evidence

neither the Department nor AIX intended to insure the Department for post-related occurrences.

s intent, Comptroller Mantha, who bore responsibility for the
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the Department, not information about the posts. He disclosed five locations, and the policy

specified only five locations in its specifications for property insurance. Comptroller Mantha and

s minimal oversight of the

-

related insurance.

swore Lockton would have written a policy with triple the premium had Lockton

thought it insured the Department for post incidents. Her testimony is consistent with the testimony

of Manager Fitzgerald and Chief Underwriter Seibold. Manager Fitzgerald swore underwriters did

not write a policy insuring the Department for post incidents. And Chief Underwriter Seibold

swore AIX did not intend to insure the Department for post incidents. Chief Underwriter Seibold

further testified Lockton did not enjoy authority fromAIX to issue AIX policies covering the posts.

would be defense,

testimony comports with the language of the vicarious liability exclusion. The vicarious liability

exclusion contains an exception specifically requiring AIX to defend suits alleging the Department

180 This contradictory evidence creates genuine

nt. Did AIX truly not intend to defend the Department

for post incidents? Or did AIX simply realize a post hoc policy ambiguity?
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AIX does not carry its burden to show by clear, precise, and convincing evidence the policy

ake.181 Nor does the Department carry its burden to show no

2. Genuine disputes of material fact exist as to whether the Department
misrepresented material facts.

AIX alternatively asks we declare the policy is void ab initio because the Department made

a material misrepresentation to procure it. AIX does not carry its burden to show the Department

made a misrepresentation. And the Department does not carry its burden to show it did not make

a misrepresentation.

rescind a policy if (1) the application contained a misrepresentation, (2)

the misrepresentation was material to the risk being insured, and (3) the insured knew that the

representation was false when made, or the insured 182

AIX fails at the first step because it does not cite a Department misrepresentation. AIX

argues the Department completed the 2016 policy application in bad faith because the Department

seeks coverage for risks it did not disclose. But we find nothing inaccurate on the 2016 application.

Comptroller Mantha repeatedly and conspicuously confirmed he submitted the 2016 application

fo

accurate information about the Department. He omitted information specific to posts like

cooking equipment only after conspicuously disclosing he did not apply for post insurance.

the posts from coverage. AIX fails to identify an inaccurate representation on the 2016 application.

The Department also fails to carry its summary judgment burden because it fails to show

no factfinder could find a misrepresentation. The Department simply argues it made no
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misrepresentation because it did not communicate directly with AIX to procure its policy and

rather communicated with Lockton. But AIX authorized Lockton to write and issue policies on

insurance policies to the Department.183 The Department ignores agent-principal law. The

Department would have us find an insured may misrepresent its insurance needs in applying for a

reject

this untenable proposition. As the Department makes no other argument regarding its

misrepresentations, we are constrained to find it does not carry its burden to show its entitlement

III. Conclusion

A man is suing the Pennsylvania Department of The American Legion after being shot by

an allegedly drunk man in the bathroom of one of its alcohol-serving posts. The allegedly drunk

man somehow brought a gun into the post even though the post hired security guards who searched

patrons for guns upon arrival. insurer asks us to declare it need not defend the

Department in this ongoing state-court litigation.We find the insurance policy obligates the insurer

to pay the costs of defending the Department s do not apply. But these

findings do not warrant a declaratory judgment today. Genuine disputes

of material fact exist as to whether we can reform the policy based on whether the insurer and the

Department intended the policy to cover the insured for liabilities arising from incidents at its

posts. Genuine disputes of material fact also exist as to whether the Department misrepresented

material facts to procure coverage. We will resolve these issues after evaluating the credibility of

contradictory testimony at trial.
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1 See 36 U.S.C. §§ 21701 02; see also Dunlap v. Am. Legion, No. 20-3771, 2020 WL 6146628, at
*5 (E.D. Pa. Oct. 19, 2020) (explaining Congress created The American Legion).

2 See ECF Doc. No. 43- 11); see also Dunlap, 2020 WL
6146628, at *5 (explaining structure of American
Bates stamps at the bottom of each page.

3 Dunlap, 2020 WL 6146628, at *5 (quoting , 723 N.W.2d 1, 3 (Minn.
2006)); see also 23) (describing Amer

4 Dunlap, 2020 WL 6146628, at *5 (quoting Urban, 723 N.W.2d at 6).

5 16).

6 ECF Doc. No. 1-2 ¶ 9.

7 Id. ¶¶ 8 9.

8 ECF Doc. No. 1-2 ( k/a George M.
Imhof Post 153 of the Am. Legion of the State of Pa., et al., No. 2465 (Pa. Ct. Com. Pleas, Phila.
Cnty. 2020)).

9 Id. ¶ 12.

10 Id.

11 Id. ¶ 13.

12 Id. ¶ 14.

13 Id.

14 Id. ¶¶ 15, 17.

15 Id. ¶ 17.

16 Id. ¶ 19.

17 Id. ¶ 23.

18 Id. ¶ 24.

19 Id. ¶ 25.

20 Id. ¶ 26.
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21 Id. at 4 5 (using the pagination supplied by the CM/ECF docketing system).

22 Id. at 11 13.

23 Id.

24 Id. at 13 16.

25 Id. ¶¶ 37 38.

26 Id. ¶ 37.

27 ECF Doc. No. 1-2 ¶ 11 (claiming vicarious liability); id. at 13
and breached duty).

28 ECF Doc. No. 1 ¶ 37; See 390 (policy).

29

30 liability coverage terms).

31 56.

32

33

34

35

36

37

38 Id.

39 Id.

40 Id.

41 Id.

42 Id.
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43 -2).

44 Id.

45 Id.

46 Id.

47

48 Id.

49 Id.

50

51 Id.

52 33 (Pealer Dep. at 28:22 29:10).

53

20 (Pealer Dep.
at 14 21).

54 16).

55 16, 16:9 14).

56 11).

57 56 (Pealer Dep. at 51:13 t 53:12 23).

58 53 (Pealer Dep. at 48:20 49:1).

59 14).

60 17).

61 8).

62 rald Dep. at 9:20 24).

63 06 (Fitzgerald Dep. at 41:18 42:10).

64 30 (Seibold Dep. at 13:15 16:1).
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